In each of the eight numbered pizzas of this puzzle, you’ll divide the alphabet into eight slices of three letters each, omitting two letters, which vary puzzle to puzzle. Then words can be read clockwise around the pie, with permission to stay in one slice as long as necessary. For example, in the pie to the right, you could read CABBED, DILLON, and FILM. However, BADGE is not valid, as it requires a counterclockwise move from G back to E, nor is BELL, which skips the GHI piece.

For each numbered pizza below, clue words are given. First, place letters into each pie so the clue words can all be read using the rules above. Next, find a famous person’s name that can be read by the same rules and fits the blanks provided—that is the stage answer.

As you solve each pizza, enter the shaded letters from its stage answer into the corresponding slice in the final pizza. In the final pizza, read the final answer to the puzzle in the usual way.